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A uniform

tions. Let R

be an integral domain

pseudovaluation
domain;

proof is given for the following five asser‑

domain

resp., locally pseudovaluation domain;

domain).

Then

P of R.

The

R/P

has

the same

1. Introduction

resp.,locally divided

domains

is the maximal

Proposition 2.7], Hedstrom‑Houston

that each

PVD

showed

only if V is the integral closure of R.

[8, Proposition 2.5]. In this note, we use uniform

[8], if P is a property

of domains,

we

satisfiesP.

[8, Proposition 2.5] asserts that if R is a strong PVD,
prime ideal P of R.

This is recovered in Theorem

prove the analogue for divided domains

(Recall from [1] and [3] that a domain
each

prime ideal P

of R.

Each

PVD

each divided domain

is a going‑down

of [2].) In Theorem

2.2(d),(e), we

valuation domains (or LPVD's,
(in the. sptikpnf rR n
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Recently,
2.4],
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methods

to prove

related results.

R is strong P in case each overring of R

2.2(b),(c), we

In [7,

that the property in question is stable under passage to factor

[8, Proposition 2.5] and four new
Following

ideal of V.

overring of R (including

have given other equivalent characterizations [8, Theorem

and have shown
domains

if and

in the sense of [7];

integral) domain with a canonically

associated valuation overring V such that M

Okabe‑Yoshida

proved

and summary.

be a pseudovaluation domain (for short, PVD),

itself) is a

was

bv other methods.

that is, (R, M) is a quasilocal (commutative

R

is a

resp., going‑down

property, for each prime ideal

assertion for pseudovaluation

recentlv bv Okabe‑Yoshida

Let R

such each overring of R

(resp., divided domain;

may
With

say that a domain
this terminology,

then so is R/P,
2.2(a) below.

for each

In Theorem

and going‑down

domains.

R is called divided in case PRP=P
is a divided domain

domain

for

[4, page 560]; and

[3, Proposition 2.1], in the sense

establish the analogues for locally pseudo‑

in the sense of [6]) and locally divided domains
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2.
We

unexplained material is standard, as in the cited articles.

Results.
begin

by isolating two

parts (d) and (e) of Theorem
Lemma

2.1.

domain) R.

to show

Put

R/P is an LPVD
S^=(R/P)QIP,

that S is a PVD

morphic

2.2.

Let P be a prime ideal of an LPVD

Then

Proof.

assertions that will be needed in the proof of

to RQ/PRQ

where

PczQ

are prime ideais of R.

(resp., divided domain).

and

RQ

{resp., a locally divided

(resp., a locally divided domain).

is a

PVD

It suffices

Since S is canonically iso‑

(resp., divided domain), it suffices to

observe that the class of PVD's (resp., divided domains) is stable under passage
to factor domains.
Lemma

For this, one may

2.2(c)]). The

Theorem

appeal to [4, Lemma

4.5(i)](resp., [3,

proof is complete.

2.2(a) recovers [8, Proposition 2.5]. In view

valent usages of "strong" in the literature, we

of the many

inequi‑

prefer to state this result with‑

out the "strong" terminology.
Theorem

2.2.

Let P be a prime ideal of a domain

(a)

// each over ring of R is a PVD,

(b)

// each overring of R is a divided domain,

is a divided domain.
(c) // each overring of R
R/P

is a going‑down
(d)

R.

Then:

then each overring of R/P

is a going‑down

is a PVD.

then each overring of R/P

domain, then each overring of

domain.

// each overring of R is an LPVD,

then each overring of R/P

is an

LPVD.
(e)
R/P

// each overring of R is a locally divided domain, then each overring of

is a locally divided domain.
Proof.

T = R+PRP.
standard
TdD(zRP.

Consider
One

has

an

overring

a

homomorphism

E

of R/P.

Thus

canonical isomorphism

theorem,

E = D/PRP

T/PRP=R/P.

where

In particular, D is an overring of R.

(resp., divided; resp., a

going‑down

domain;

domains;

resp., LPVD's;

stable under passage to factor domains.

D

Thus,

is a domain

Put
by

a

satisfying

By hypothesis, D is a PVD

resp., an LPVD;

divided). It suffices to observe that the class of PVD's
resp., going‑down

R/P(Z.E(Z.RP/RPP.

resp., locally

(resp., divided domains;

resp., locally divided domains) is

For this,one may

appeal to [4, Lemma
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2.2(c) and

Remark

2.11], and

Lemma

2.1. The

proof is

complete.
Remark

2.3. (a)

Perhaps

the conditions in Theorem

the simplest example

2.2 is F‑＼‑XK＼J̲X

of a domain

＼where
＼,

FaK

R

satisfying

is an algebraic

field extension.
(b)

The

Theorem

absence

of an assertion about

if and only if RP is a going‑down
357]. In particular, a domain
must be a going‑down

domain

The

domains" in

R is a going‑down

domain

for each prime ideal P of R [3, page

satisfying any of the conditions in Theorem

domain.

However,

satisfy those conditions: cf. [2, Theorem
(c)

"locally going‑down

2.2 is explained by the fact that a domain

unified proof in Theorem

not allgoing‑down

2.2

domains (or PVD's)

4.2(11)1.
2.2 becomes

especially simple in part (a)

and (b). (Recall that (a) recovered the motivating result, [8, Proposition 2.5].)
Indeed, in these cases, T = R since R is divided, and so the proof amounts
to the isomorphism
4.5(i)],[3, Lemma
(d)

The

E^D/P

and an appeal to the stability results ([4, Lemma

2.2(c)]).

interested reader may

find more

complicated proofs of Theorem

2.2 by using pullbacks and various results in the literature on
/‑domains, and Priifer domains.
regard,

we

seminormality,

One such proof uses [6, Theorem

2.9]. In this

close by noting that [6, Corollary 2.10] provides some

zations of strong
Theorem

just

PVD's,

and

thus

may

be viewed

characteri‑

as a companion

for [8,

2.41.
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